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Abstract In nonlinear systems, the right amount of noise can amplify the response
to a weak periodic signal, by a phenomenon known as stochastic resonance 1. It was
shown that the same constructive role can be played by any source of disorder 2
We study an Ising model in a network with disorder induced by the presence of both
attractive and repulsive links. The system is subjected to a sub-threshold periodic
signal, and the goal is to see how the response is enhanced for a given fraction of
repulsive links. This can model a network of spinlike neurons with excitatory and
inhibitory couplings. By means of numerical simulations, we find that there is an
optimal probability of repulsive links, such that the coherent response is maximal,
and we propose a mechanism to explain this resonance.
1 Model
We start with a spinlike network, where each node has two possible states: µi =±1
These states are assigned randomly at the beginning, and they can represent for
instance the firing state of a neuron, or two different opinions
At each time step, a node is selected at random, and then the dynamics evolves
with the consecutive application of the following steps:
• the selected node i adopts the majority state of its neighbors. If the weight is zero,
it doesn’t change
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µi = sign(∑ωi jµ j)
with the relationship matrix
ωi j =
{
1 , prob (1− p)
−k , prob p
• with probability |asin(Ω t)|, it follows the external signal
µi = sign(sin(Ω t)), with prob |asin(Ω t)|
where Ω is the frequency of the external signal, and a is its amplitude
After that, time increases by 1/N. Our results concern random networks, the
system size is N=100, and the average number of neighbors is 10. Having tried
other sizes, regular networks, or topologies such as a replicated random or a square
network, we found the same type of phenomenon. The averages are over 1000 runs.
Together with the results for quenched disorder, sometimes we will also show
what happens in a temporarily annealed version, where disorder is not correlated in
time. The neighborhood is fixed but, for a transient time, the relationship matrix wi j
is redefined randomly at each time step. This scenario can model a society where
a diffusive animosity finally crystallizes into entrenched positions of friends and
enemies, or in another context, the known fact that brain plasticity is higher in initial
stages.
2 Results
As a measure of coherent response, we chose the spectral amplification factor R,
defined as the ratio of the output power at the corresponding driving frequency to
the input power.
The system becomes monostable, as an increasing probability of repulsive links
degrades order (Fig 1). We found that the response to the subthreshold signal is
maximal, for an intermediate proportion of repulsive links, within the transition
region (Fig 2).
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Fig. 2 Spectral amplification
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The amplitude of oscillations is amplified if we add the right proportion of repul-
sive links. The system oscillates with the signal’s frequency.(Fig 3)
Fig. 3 Evolution of the to-
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When the signal is weak, there is still an optimal probability, but the oscillations
amplitude is less magnified.(Fig 4)
Fig. 4 Evolution of the total
average magnetization with
time, showing the increase in
the amplitude of oscillations
at the optimal probability
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In the temporarily annealed disorder system, the signal’s weakness is revealed in
the coexistence of big and smaller amplitude of oscillations at the optimal probabil-
ity, and also in a degradation of periodicity.(Fig 5)
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In stochastic resonance, with its prototypical bistable potential, we can speak of
intra and inter-well oscillations 3. To see if a similar picture applied, we have looked
into how the stable states values were distributed. In the quenched disorder scenario
they go from being concentrated at M =−1 or M = 1, at p = 0, to span a continuous
wide range, at the optimal probability.
Fig. 6 Quenched disorder
version: The optimal region is
a region of many stable states,
through which the system can
progress in multi-steps.
In the temporarily annealed version, at the optimal probability they are still con-
centrated at symmetric values, that get closer as the proportion of repulsive links
increases. This system is more prone to respond in switch-like fashion.
Fig. 7 Temporarily annealed
disorder version: Disorder
lowers the potential barrier,
and moves the wells closer
Meanwhile, the microscopic mechanism is the same. After a node has changed,
it has two requirements, that explain where the optimal probability is located: it can
not be forced to return to its previous state ( the effective local magnetization around
a node should be close to zero). And it should spread its perturbation: (it is better to
have attractive connections).
3 Conclusions
Competition can enhance a system response to an external signal. The model and
rules are generic enough as to predict an application in several systems. Ways to
optimize the mechanism: changing the network topology, play with parameters...
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